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Introduction

Airworthiness is an essential component in the Air Transport industry as it is the measure of an aircraft’s suitability for a safe flight without any glitches as they could lead to hazardous events. The Transport Category Aircraft is a very high end vessel which in facilitates its transportation services to passengers and goods of all kinds from varied destinations. Airworthiness certification from an appropriate aviation authority governing the respective jurisdiction is very important. There are various challenges faced by the global aircraft, airline, freight and the other industries in many areas as their operations are not contained in one regime and require immense inter-relation to one another.

Hence, the competency and diligence from all the personnel is a pre-requisite, without proper structural delegation and organisation of duties the functioning of these organisations would not be of any advantage to the Government or the general public at large. It has to be brought to further notice that airworthiness has to be maintained at the maximum potential has inevitable accidents such as global economics events, any natural disasters could affect the industry tremendously.

Regulatory framework and general structure

Objectives

The regulatory framework of Airworthiness Compliance is based on Designing, Certification, Manufacturing, Personnel licensing and Training. The United Nations Agency i.e. International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) regulates the global system for production and operation of
airworthy carriers for transportation. There are ideal Standards and Practices which should be adhered by the Member states for their individual governing policies which are given under International Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPS).

The National framework includes the development and promulgation of aviation safety rules and methods, with developing effective enforcement strategies to make sure that the compliance is set with proper regulations and standards (Lalonde et al., 2015). The national regulations are applied for the Designing, Manufacturing, Certification and Maintenance, which includes the designing of organizations, standards for aircraft and rotorcraft in Transport category etc.

The regulatory structure provides an overall control over all the safety operations, focusing on Aeronautical products and handling the operations in a safer manner without catastrophic consequences. The compliance basically is set to demonstrate and sustain the required safety measures where effectiveness is set for alignment and better performance through customs and practices of organizational culture. The regulations and mandatory standards are productive, depending upon the approach of the draft, and so the prescribed regulations help in determining the development required in the organization.

Our organization undertakes various procedures from different regimes like for example, Designing through proper Manufacturing, Certification and the Operations carried out for proper facilitation of training workshops, where management is required to hold on approvals for the aforementioned procedures for aircrafts and engines. The standards of Airworthiness focus on Aircraft and Rotorcraft, further the regulations comply with the Type Certification which includes departments like:

a. The flight load and performance focusing on Speed, Stability and Alignment etc.
b. Structure like the emergency or the ground landing loads.


d. Equipment Handling

Key Principles

This organisation demonstrates a unilateral alignment with the requirements of legislators and societal expectations. The mechanism adopted works as such that it is to align with compliance requirements with Quality, Safety and Risk Management (Jackson, 2016). The system focuses on developing the capability to draw the internal and external expertise employed in providing assurance and conformance to the standards as prescribed. The authorities that regulate the Quality Management System require the assurance process to satisfy the customers, the regulatory bodies and moreover the legal requirements. The management approvals like for example: AS/NZS ISO9001 have to matched with at par without any exceptions.

The Quality Assurance is needed to be recorded as it is designed to majorly focus on different processes which include auditing, surveillance and the observation of activities that are being undertaken to establish a higher level of confidence. The Quality Control is important for the organization with Safety management process which includes the proper structure of safety risks and policies, organizational regimes and accountabilities (Besch, 2015).

The Cabin crew, the maintenance staff, the loading staff are front line operators have to be peculiarly efficient in their work because better and safe outcomes could be achieved for achievement optimum standard airworthiness. The precautionary care should be competent and efficient as reduction of risks is the initial stage for having situations under control. Here it is very important to mention that safety policy, objectives, management accountabilities and
documentation of processes and systems is important to be highlighted for performance monitoring and assessment. The Risk Management System is set to be in compliance with the safety management where the assessment is to identify the hazards and threats to assess operational vulnerability and focus on placing controls to mitigate the risks (Liu et al., 2015).

Embedded concepts

The surveillance of organizational activities with enforcement of requirements that encompasses the process to handle the documented procedures as prescribed by the concerned authorities is a pre-requisite. By limiting the scope of activity or the cancellation of approvals basically falls under the major monitoring of the outcomes. (De Florio, 2016).

Many developed countries’ regulatory framework majorly is based on there individual incorporation of the Civil Aviation Act 1982. The central idea here is to focus on safety issues while developing the Safety Regulation as well as improving the economic standards. The designing is carried on specifically by domain-specialised personnel like the software team, aeronautical equipment quality assurance and the material acquisition team, these people particularly focus on the organizational process refinement. The focus is on the design integrity, redundancy and the functional isolation to detect the failures, paths and the effective limits with reliability and margins of safety to be further maintained (Mehlig et al., 2016).

The type certification involves the processes wherein designing inculcates the technical understanding with operational experience. The systems are set in service performance of composite material and the damage tolerant designs. The designers make sure of using the in-house capacities with minimum standards set by the regulations. The airworthiness and the
Controllability are to ensure the safe designing with aircraft handling, payload capability and performance including take-off.

**Compliance assurance**

National airworthiness authorities are very stringent regarding their investigations for all the compliance obligations, because it is very important to maintain the transport carriers. Air traffic management is controlled by top notch technologies as the consequential evidence of non-mitigation of the risks have been very catastrophic. The authorities have to ensure proper control, mitigation and management of the aircrafts as anything otherwise would lead to adverse outcomes.

The Risk Management regulations include guidelines which are Australia/New Zealand standards AS/NZS 31000. For Airworthiness, the contexts depend on documenting standards to assess the adequacy and identify the gaps where improvement is required departments such as governance, process and control with proper risk management. The scope, timing and location of audit is notified through ensuring that the organization is audited with relative risks when the activities pose. The audits are the desktop where the operators provide the organization procedures, output records and evaluate the compliance, depending upon the required standards. The compliance checking is important for the organization which focuses on observing the work that is followed up by the operators. The process includes procedures and regulations where organization is set with healthy, compliant and conforming culture to check the activities in a positive manner.

A proper investigation is required to match the systemic inquiry with ascertaining the facts and the root cause analysis, which will help in giving the required outcomes followed by preventive
actions. These are important to adhere with amended procedures, practices and equipment to comply with requirements for educating or training operators. The reporting is important to highlight on the corrosion and fatigue with primary aircraft control system failure, landing gear failure so that the parts are liberated from the aircraft (Washington et al., 2018). The governance is defined to control and oversight activities which will be important for handling the approvals and other complex needs of the organization. For matching with the compliance, the organization culture needs to be in compliance with concepts and processes so that one can add an essential margin to safety and contribute to the wellbeing of those who are in air or on ground.

Conclusion

The Aircraft Worthiness is hence to be abided with the Compliance Guideline prescribed in the authority regulations that define the maximum level of safety measures undertaken for the aircraft and easy carriage of passengers. The designs are built as per the requirements when the operations are set within its intended environment and declared limit. The regulators are involved in setting up the aviation standards to regulate and encourage the Airlines, Airport and the National Air Traffic services with better economic activities.

Being the Manager of Airworthiness Compliance, the major focus is on facilitating the contemporary regulations and its structure to the new Board of Directors, and further to highlight the international stance of the authorities and obligations to be adhered which was aptly done in the aforementioned report.
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